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Alan Goode
CEO and Chief Analyst, Goode Intelligence
A very warm welcome to the third Goode Intelligence Biometric Summit. Building on last summer’s
success in London and April’s event in New York, I’m delighted that we’re returning with Biometric
Summit to London today.
As biometrics continues to be one of the hottest technology areas with increasing investment activity
bringing more technology providers to a growing market, we have a packed agenda today. We’ll be
exploring many practical aspects of deploying biometrics into organisations with cases studies from
RBS, Barclays Bank and Hitachi, alongside the legal considerations with our panel ‘Mind the Gap’
that focuses on gaps in the legal framework for the use of biometrics.
I’m pleased to welcome so many experts who are working at the forefront of innovation across a
number of exciting biometric technologies. We’ll hear insight from ID R&D, IDEX Biometrics,
Phonexia and Riot Micro on solving the problem of frictionless user authentication while Ben Carter
from B-Secur, the UK's leading experts in ECG, will explain how this powerful technology is the
‘Heart of the Human Ecosystem’.
Looking at the theme of Building the Bank of the Future, Andrew Bud of iProov, Clive Bourke from
Daon and Nuance’s Ian McGuire will be explaining how the myriad of opportunities in this area can
be harnessed and delivered successfully. Then as we come to the final sessions of the day, we’ll
hear from Stefan Persson of Precise Biometrics and Clive Summerfield from Auraya Systems on the
topics of digital onboarding and conversational commerce. And of course there will be networking
and interactive discussion throughout the day!
I hope you enjoy this summit and I look forward to meeting and talking with you throughout the day.

Alan

AGENDA
09:15 Registration & morning coffee
09:30 Welcome & Opening Address from Chair
09:40 Opening Keynote: Using biometrics to
strike the perfect balance between
security and usability
A case study from Barclays Bank and Hitachi
presented by Ray Hockley, Senior Pre-Sales
Solution Manager, Security Business Group
– EMEA, Hitachi Europe Ltd
Biometric Authentication
10:10 Solving the problem of frictionless user
authentication: presentations and panel
Biometric authentication solves the problem
of frictionless authentication for a diverse
range of scenarios. This session brings
together vendors working at the forefront of
seamless biometric authentication from
biometric smart cards to mobile banking
apps, chatbots and virtual assistants.
Steve Cook, Head of Global Business
Development, ID R&D
David Orme, SVP, Sales & Marketing,
IDEX Biometrics
Paul Morris, Business Development
Manager, Phonexia
Abdallah Turki, Co-founder, Riot Micro

Building the Bank of the Future
14:00 Why Biometrics now and for the future,
Case study from RBS sharing insight on why
it implemented biometrics; what it expects
biometrics to provide; the challenges faced
and future plans.
Martin Ingram, Identity & Access
Management Product Owner, RBS
14:25 Bye Bye Breakage. ID Verification &
Authentication need not hurt
Andrew Bud, CEO, iProov
15:05 Risk Based Approach to Digital Identity
Onboarding and Authentication
Clive Bourke, President of EMEA and
APAC, DAON

11:15 The Heart of the Human Ecosystem
Ben Carter, CCO, B-Secur

15:35 It’s your Mum!
Since organisations started serving their
customers remotely, via contact centres,web
channels etc, they have been treating
customers like components being passed
through a machine rather than as humans!
The introduction of biometric authentication
and security gives us an opportunity to
correct this mistake and start treating
customers as humans again. Nuance will
share its experiences of where this has been
done successfully giving you tips on how you
can be successful too.
Ian McGuire, Fraud and Biometrics
Specialist, Nuance

11:40 Break

16:10 Break

Legal and Regulatory
12:00 Mind the Gap – a discussion on gaps in
the legal framework for use of biometrics
Clive Bourke, President of EMEA and
APAC, Daon
Emma Butler, DPO, Yoti
Dr. Allison Gardner, Keele University
Vera Ishani, Data Privacy and Biometrics
ID Consultant
13:00 Lunch and networking
13:20 Birds of a Feather Lunch
Evolving perspectives on PSD2 & AML5
compliance led by Andrew Bud, CEO, iProov

Biometric Commerce & digital onboarding
16:35 The perks of biometrics – independent of
who you are, where you are and what you
do
Stefan K Persson, CEO, Precise
Biometrics:
17:05 Conversational Biometrics
Dr. Clive Summerfield, Founder and CTO,
Auraya
17:30 Closing remarks from Chair
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iProov creates digital trust with biometric authentication. We ensure that online users are
genuinely present in uncontrolled environments, combining face biometrics and anti-spoofing.
Our unique approach to spoof prevention (covered by 12 granted patents), world-class deep
learning technologies and focus on sustainable security have given us an unrivalled global
reputation. We detect and prevent all known identity spoof attack vectors including masks,
replay attacks, compromised devices, and - critically - the emerging threat of Deep Fake
artificial video. Customers in Financial Services and Enterprise Markets have adopted our
systems for online logon, step-up authentication, and for remote identity verification based on
trusted ID documents. iProov is running in production with a number of major global banks,
including ING and Rabobank. iProov is also working with Government organisations including
the US Department of Homeland Security and the UK Government.
Nuance Communications (NASDAQ: NUAN) is the pioneer and leader in conversational AI
innovations that bring intelligence to everyday work and life. The company delivers
solutions that can understand, analyse and respond to human language to increase
productivity and amplify human intelligence. With decades of domain and artificial intelligence
expertise, Nuance works with thousands of organisations – in global industries that include
healthcare, telecommunications, automotive, financial services and retail – to create stronger
relationships and better experiences for their customers and workforce. For more information,
please visit www.nuance.com

SILVER SPONSORS
Auraya is a world leader in voice biometric technology with the mission of empowering people
and organisations to interact and engage with convenience and security in all channels and
languages. Auraya has developed the next-generation voice biometrics technology that
delivers an easy to use yet highly secure voice authentication capability. Auraya provides its
technology to a global network of partners that incorporate Auraya’s voice biometric engine,
ArmorVox™, into their secure, customer-facing applications and fraud detection solutions. The
ecosystem of partners delivers solutions in all industries including government, education,
healthcare, financial services, retail services and telecommunications.
B-Secur are experts in ECG technology. Using the heart to enable secure health & wellness
insights in the connected world. We’ve invested over 15 years of scientific research in ECG to
become a world leader in the development and integration of ECG technology, partnering with
some of the world’s leading technology companies. We’ve harnessed the power of ECG to
create HeartKey®, a suit of powerful offering user identification and advanced physiological
monitoring with intrinsic data protection. HeartKey® brings world class expertise in ECG;
combined with powerful, flexible integration and configuration possibilities to create the
optimal product, with a competitive edge.
Founded in 2000, Daon is a privately held software company that has pioneered methods
for securely and conveniently combining biometric and identity capabilities with large-scale
deployments that span payments verification, digital banking, wealth, insurance, telcos, and
securing borders and critical infrastructure. Daon creates products to help manage identities
in six continents, across the full identity lifecycle including onboarding, authentication and
recovery, thus eliminating the threat of security breaches and fraud. Throughout the world,
Daon has developed identity assurance software that allows government and commercial
enterprises to establish trust that someone is who they claim to be.
Precise provides market leading solutions for verification of people’s identity using biometrics,
making everyday life easy and more secure. Our solutions are used hundreds of millions of
times every day, worldwide. For more information, visit https://precisebiometrics.com

INNOVATION SPONSORS
ID R&D is on a mission to replace frustrating login and identity verification practices with a
frictionless user experience that is significantly more secure. Our award-winning, AI-driven
solutions combine voice, face and behavioural biometrics with unique passive liveness
capabilities for effortless authentication across mobile, web and telephone channels, as well
as conversational interfaces and IoT devices. Learn more at www.idrnd.ai
IDEX Biometrics ASA (OSE: IDEX) is the leading provider of fingerprint identification
technologies offering simple, secure and personal authentication for all. We help people make
payments, prove their identity, gain access to information, unlock devices or gain admittance
to buildings with the touch of a finger. We invent, engineer and commercialise these secure,
yet incredibly user-friendly solutions. Our total addressable market represents a fast-growing
multi-billion-unit opportunity. For more information, visit www.idexbiometrics.com and follow
@IDEXBiometrics
Phonexia transforms voice into knowledge with its innovative speech analytics and voice
biometrics technologies. Its Phonexia Speech Platform is the first on the market using
exclusively deep neural networks allowing extremely accurate and fast speaker identification
results. The Phonexia Speech Platform packs a wide range of speech technologies into a
single, highly modular platform that is easy to integrate with other solutions. A university spinoff, Phonexia has been delivering its technologies to commercial, governmental and law
enforcement agencies, police forces and forensic units in more than 60 countries since 2006.
With our partners, we deliver state-of-the-art projects to commercial and government sectors.
Riot Micro is a Vancouver based fabless semiconductor company co-founded by Abdallah
Turki and Professor Hussein Al Nuweiri, Texas A&M University. The company has developed
a dual-mode NB-IOT / LTE-M chipset adapting WIFI and BLE techniques in our architecture.
Our team of 50 professionals come from leading technology companies including Blackberry,
Qualcom, Marvell and others. We currently have a mature cellular technology and our next
generation Chipset will be a fully integrated Chip On Module which we believe will offer a
disruptive value proposition to the IoT space offering complete cellular connectivity at a price
that will allow huge scalability of IoT devices.

KEYNOTE SPONSOR
Hitachi's Security Business Group specialises in securing today’s digital world by providing
sophisticated security solutions for ensuring a user’s identity, when logging on, performing
transactions and gaining access to company assets either virtual or physical. It has been
delivering Finger Vein Biometric technology for nearly 20 years to customers globally including
Barclays and many other leading banks and world brands.
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SPEAKERS
Clive Bourke, President of EMEA and APAC, Daon
Clive Bourke is President of EMEA and APAC for Daon and is a member of Daon’s Board of Directors. His team are responsible for all
Daon’s business activities across Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific. They deliver and support biometric and identity
solutions in banking, payment, public sector, aviation, telecommunication, gaming, online markets and fintech sectors. Clive has been
intimately involved in the development of Daon from start-up to an established global business with market leadership in biometrics and
identity. With over 25 years of international technology experience, Clive brings a track record in taking multiple first-of-a-kind initiatives
from concept to realisation. He earned his Electronic Engineering degree from University College Dublin in Ireland. In his free time,
Clive enjoys going to the gym, running, hanging with family and socialising, reading and playing golf.
Andrew Bud, Founder and CEO, iProov
Andrew Bud is founder and CEO of iProov, the world’s leading provider of Genuine Presence Assurance for online face authentication
and ID verification. He has led the prize-winning London-based business since 2013, and customers for its patented technology now
include the US Department of Homeland Security, UK Home Office and ING. Previously, he was the founder, CEO and then Executive
Chairman of mBlox Inc., which grew to become the world’s largest provider of enterprise-to-consumer SMS services and payments,
processing six billion transactions a year when it was sold in 2016. His earlier experience includes the role of Marketing Director of
Europe’s largest Cisco distributor, the founding CTO of what is now Vodafone Italia, and the founder of Europe’s first wireless LAN
business. He has a degree in Engineering from the University of Cambridge.
Emma Butler, DPO, Yoti
Emma Butler is the DPO for Yoti, a digital biometric identity platform. Before joining Yoti in 2016 she spent four years in the Privacy
team at RELX Group, also acting as the UK DPO for the LexisNexis Legal and LexisNexis Risk businesses. Before joining the private
sector, Emma spent seven years leading the international policy team at the ICO where her role included working with other regulators
and the Article 29 Working Party. She has a degree in French, Italian and linguistics, an LLM in Information Rights Law and Practice,
an ISEB data protection certificate, CIPP/E and CIPP/M and is also an IAPP Fellow in Information Privacy.
Ben Carter, CCO, B-Secur
Ben’s experience spans a number of local and global leadership roles in major technology players including Microsoft, Nokia, Pace and
Sony. Specialising in the mobile industry, with experience across global and European operator, retail and distribution channels, Ben
manages B-Secur’s commercial strategy and GTM, building strong customer relationships.
Steve Cook, Head of Global Business Development, ID R&D
Steve Cook is head of global business development for ID R&D, a biometric company focused on developing frictionless authentication
and passive liveness detection technologies for identity verification, fraud prevention and customer onboarding. Steve has over eight
years' experience in the biometrics industry, providing consultancy services to biometric vendors, fintech start-ups, investor groups and
banks. He has previously advised a number of financial institutions and ecommerce providers regarding their biometric deployment
strategies. Steve is an expert speaker at major biometric, fintech, banking and payments events regarding digital identity, PSD2 and
Strong Customer Authentication. He is also ranked 24th on the Refintiv’s global social media influencers, and owns the Biometrics for
eCommerce LinkedIn community news group which has 24,000 members.
Dr. Allison Gardner, Keele University
Allison lectures at Keele University in Bioinformatics and Data Science and is the co-founder of Women Leading in AI. Her research is
primarily focused on algorithmic bias; gender and computing; AI Ethics and Governance of AI. She works on the IEEE P7000 Global
Initiative on the Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems. She speaks internationally on AI Ethics, the need for diversity in tech
and the potential regulation and governance of AI. Allison acts as a consultant for a variety of companies on the ethical design of
autonomous and intelligent systems and development of algorithmic impact assessments. She is also a district councillor and an
alumnus of the first cohort of the Jo Cox Women in Leadership Programme.
Alan Goode, CEO and Chief Analyst, Goode Intelligence
Alan Goode is the CEO, Chief Analyst and Founder of Goode Intelligence, a world-leading identity and biometrics research and
consulting organisation founded in 2007 and based in London. With 13 years of research and analysis experience and 17 years of
senior management and technology consultancy including strategy and deployment, Alan is an expert in biometrics,
authentication/identity, fraud management and cyber security. His previous roles include Head of Information Security at T-Mobile UK,
Security Practice Manager at Atos Origin, Head of Digital Security at De La Rue Identity Systems (including biometric passports) and
Security Analyst for Citibank (Payments).
Ray Hockley, Senior Pre-Sales Solution Manager, Security Business Group – EMEA, Hitachi Europe Ltd
Ray has been with Hitachi since 2014 working with Finger Vein technology. Prior to that, he has worked at a number of financial
organisations and banks including Swiss Re, Barclays, Deutsche Bank, ING, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Grenfell and Standard Chartered
Bank. With a long history in payments, trading and cash reconciliation in the financial sector, together with retail experience at
companies like Diageo, BP, Xerox and security experience while working on military projects, he has a broad background of business
and technical experience.

SPEAKERS
Martin Ingram, Identity & Access Management Product Owner, RBS
Martin Ingram is the Identity & Access Management Product Owner for RBS, in charge of transforming identity & access management
for RBS to support new customer digital journeys and requirements such as PSD2. Prior to RBS he has had a broad experience in
security both from a vendor and a client organisation perspective having consulted or worked for organisations in Europe, America and
Australia. As such he has been involved in IAM, Crypto systems, Content Security and malware amongst many other security domains.
Martin has a background in engineering and has been on the board of several start-up technology companies.
Vera Ishani, Information Governance & Data Protection Officer
As a Data Privacy and Biometrics ID Consultant, Vera’s recent and current roles include ISO Coordinator/DPO at Exasoft Group Plc,
Onboarding Officer at Ipsos MORI and supporting Information Governance Officer/DPO at National Church Institutions. In addition,
Vera is Chief Regulatory Officer (CRO) for Omnia Digital Assets, a Createlinx Group start-up enterprise. Vera leads the development of
Validitum, Createlinx’s own Trusted Source validation service which will ensure highly secure STO on-boarding and a one-stop
validation platform. She began her IT biometrics career as QA Lead/Manager for the Home Office using fingerprint technology for
border control ID verification with UKBA and was also a key member of the team which successfully implemented the IRIS
recognition/ePassport border control entry systems at London’s Heathrow airport. Previously she worked as a Systems Engineer/BA for
the National Crime Agency working on fingerprint and facial recognition database systems and as a Biometrics Test Consultant for HM
Passport Office (pilot identity card project). Vera holds a Master’s degree with Distinction in Management of Business Information
Technology from the University of Greenwich, and plans to start work on PhD research in 2020. Her dissertation focuses on the GDPR
and its effects on international andoutsourced projects.
Ian McGuire, Fraud and Biometrics Specialist, Nuance
Ian joined Nuance in 2012 as a Business Consultant. In that role, he has provided insight and strategic guidance to a number of clients
in their deployment of natural language call steering, speech self-service and, in particular, authentication solutions. Ian’s skill set
covers the whole spectrum of speech technologies, but in recent years he has been focused on voice biometric authentication and
counter-fraud solutions. He has worked with major banks and leading telecom providers, to develop customer experience, security and
communication strategies for the successful deployment of their voice biometric solutions. Notable highlights include the launch of
voice biometric authentication for HSBC Group, Lloyds, Coutts, and TalkTalk, and counter fraud solutions for Barclaycard and RBS
Group.
Paul Morris, Business Development Manager, Phonexia
Paul is Business Development Manager for Phonexia, a cutting edge Czech company from Brno that has many years of experience in
developing voice biometrics and speech analytics technologies. Having grown up in the UK and studied European Studies and German
at Manchester University, he moved to Central Europe, specifically to Poland then his mother’s birthplace of the Czech Republic where
he has lived and worked for the last 18 years in the Construction and IT software industries. He has consistently worked for Czech
companies who have been best of breed in their fields on a global level.
David Orme, SVP, Sales & Marketing, IDEX Biometrics
David joined IDEX Biometrics as SVP for Sales & Marketing in June 2018. He has a strong track record in supporting key sales,
marketing and business development activity, in particular from his time at Bell ID, where he was the CEO for nine years and drove the
business to substantial growth until acquisition by Rambus Inc. David helped transition the Bell ID business to being part of the security
division at Rambus. He was also Chief Operating Officer at both Quadnetics Group plc and Bell Group plc, both major electronic
security companies. David holds a BA Honours in Management Studies from Leeds University and is a Fellow of the UK Institute of
Directors.
Stefan K Persson, CEO, Precise
Stefan Persson has more than 16 years’ experience from various product management and product development roles in Ericsson,
Sony Ericsson and Sony Mobile Communications. His latest role was as COO at Bang & Olufsen where he was responsible for Product
Management, Research & Development, Quality, Design, Operations and Supply Chain Management. He has managed product
development in China, Sweden, USA and Japan as well as being responsible for Sony Mobile Communications’ mobile accessories
business. In his role as CEO of Precise Biometrics, Stefan is responsible for outlining the strategic direction of the business and daily
operations.
Dr. Clive Summerfield, Founder & CTO, Auraya Systems
Clive is an internationally recognised authority on voice biometrics and is the founder and chief technical officer of Auraya Systems. He
obtained his Bachelor of Science with honours in Electrical and Electronic Engineering and a Diploma of Industrial Studies from the
Loughborough University of Technology in the United Kingdom. Thereafter, he obtained a Doctor of Philosophy in Electronic
Engineering (Speech Processing) from the University of Sydney in Australia. He was also the Adjunct Professor of Computing at the
University of Canberra and has been a Research Associate with Opus Research Inc.
Abdallah Turki, Co-founder of Riot Micro
Abdallah Turki is the co-founder of Riot Micro and member of its Board. He has held different managerial positions in the Middle East
and Europe. In the last years he has focused his energy on three core sectors, IoT, payment technology and renewable energy.

INTERVIEW
According to Andrew Bud, CEO of iProov, 2019 has been a period of
inflection points and rapid growth for the company. With many recent
highlights, we spoke to Andrew to find out what the future holds for
iProov and the wider biometrics industry...

What challenges are organisations facing today

market. They have some great advantages. For

that you feel biometrics can help to solve?

example, palms are an anonymous biometric - you

Whether as consumers or as employees, users no

can’t identify someone just by seeing their palm -

longer expect to have to interact with a service in

and therefore great for applications where privacy is

person. Whether it’s setting up a bank account or

paramount.

accessing health records, we expect to undertake
these tasks digitally, sat at home on our own sofas,

Historically however, palm authentication required

without being compelled to engage in an in-person

costly, specialist hardware and hence its field of

interaction. Shorter attention spans and broader

application was rather limited. So this year we

expectations of digital inclusion both demand quick,

launched iProov Palm Verifier, the world’s first

simple and easy interactions. However, while

contactless, device-independent palm authentication

remote digital service is convenient for the end-user,

solution, protected by iProov’s Flashmark Genuine

it creates risk for the organisation. Traditional

Presence Assurance.

authentication methods such as passwords, security
questions etc can be easily lost, stolen or forgotten.

How important is liveness detection for

Businesses are under pressure to assure their own

authentication solutions using biometric

cyber-security, comply with regulatory standards and

technology?

create trust between themselves and their users.

Genuine presence assurance is absolutely crucial to
biometric authentication - in fact we believe that it is

Good biometric solutions create a safe digital

the core value of unsupervised biometric

environment. Biometrics remove the risk of forgetting

authentication. Biometrics are not passwords - they

or losing login credentials, allowing users to assert

aren’t really secret. Their value lies in the

their identity with something only they have and can

uniqueness of the genuine article, so that is what

never be separated from. Increasingly, businesses

must be assured. It’s important to carefully define

are adopting biometrics to offer the best, most

“liveness detection”: does it refer to liveness as

effortless journey for the end-user, whilst meeting

opposed to inanimacy, the attack mounted by

high standards of cyber-security.

physical artefacts like masks, otherwise known as
PAD? Does it refer to liveness rather than recorded

What do you feel the most exciting innovation is

or synthetic imagery, providing what we call Real-

for biometric technology at the moment?

time Detection (RTD)? Or does it contrast with

We’re very excited by the potential of contactless

deadness, a requirement we encounter from time to

palm biometrics, a modality that is new to the

time and have a few problems certifying? All these

defences must be in place to assure genuine presence.

constructed, and the way we think regulation will go.

Without genuine presence, there can be no security. Of

In future, we expect to see auditors review our

course, in supervised environments, like airports, the risk

processes for responding to new attacks, since

is much lower: the use of screen images or image
injection into hardware is less of a threat.
Replay attacks have until now been an underestimated

incident response is a crucial part of any cybersecurity system. Clearly privacy must also be
protected, but as long as we are covered by the

threat. The injection of recorded or deepfake synthetic

GDPR, or an equivalent regulation, there is more

video directly into the app datastream represents a real

than adequate protection for users and for data

and scaleable threat. The emerging generation of low-

controllers.

cost, low skill deepfake generation apps just makes this
clearer.

For those looking to deploy biometric technology
what would you advise them to consider?

What is your view of how biometrics can support the
increased usage of digital identity and the importance
of protecting it?
Clearly there are many challenges in the creation,

There are three key questions that need to be
thoroughly considered: (1) Is the solution usable? (2)
Is the solution device independent? (3) Can the

acceptance and business modelling of digital identities.

vendor assure that the remote user is genuinely

But strong authentication lies at the heart of any digital

present at the point of the transaction? Above all,

identity system, whether centralised, federated or self-

you must be sure that your user is the right person, a

sovereign. All these systems require the user to prove

real person, and that they are genuinely present right

their right to assert their identity attributes. So we partner

now.

with digital identity providers across the world and across
the ecosystem. A user may have many digital identities but they all belong to one person, who has one set of
biometrics that cannot be shared, lost, copied or stolen...if
genuine presence is assured. That’s why we see that the
assurance of genuine presence lies at the very heart of
the whole digital identity ecosystem.
How, in your opinion, can new technologies and
regulations support authentication and satisfy the
greater demand for security and trust?
Firstly, regulation must recognise that, thanks to
advances in deep learning, biometrics now outperform
people, so that regulations requiring human engagement
in identity verification or authentication are obsolete and
indeed retrograde. Naturally, the performance of
biometric systems must be measured to confirm that they
are up to the job. At iProov we use trusted auditors, like
the National Physical Laboratory, to review our own
thorough and extensive attack testing and performance
results, to confirm their thoroughness, coverage and
integrity. This is the way many security standards are

As a leader in the biometrics industry for over two decades,
Precise Biometrics is well known for its leadership in
developing high quality fingerprint solutions for physical
access and software for mobile devices and smart cards.
More recently it has introduced Precise YOUNiQ, a new
platform that combines multiple biometric technologies with
other types of smart technology to provide convenient and
secure identity verification.
Used for scenarios such as easy onboarding to digital
services and physical access to buildings like offices, gyms
and educational facilities, this new product is helping
everyday life become easier and more secure. Stefan K.
Persson, CEO of Precise explains more…

“Biometrics are already an important part of

quite soon. Seen by many as a great way to

everyday lives for many people around the

combat fraud, smartcards – biometric

world and as we embrace digital ways, everyday

contactless cards – bring security without

behaviour is also changing. Banking is a good

compromising customer convenience when

example to consider – today we rarely visit a

making physical payment.

bank branch as most of us prefer to use online
banking for transactions and other activities.

“Of course the way we shop has also changed

Previously we even had to visit the branch in

radically with consumers making far more

order to open an account with identity

purchases online. This changing behaviour

documents such as a passport or driving licence,

means we have a real need for accurate

now however you quite possibly don’t even know

identification and verification of individuals for

where the branch is, particularly if you are part of

digital services. Customer onboarding is a big

a younger generation. My 19-year-old daughter

challenge for organisations both for bringing new

didn’t when she had to visit her bank branch to

customers onboard and delivering

regain access to her account after losing her

transformation to a digital environment for

mobile phone and physical token – and she

existing customers, while at the same time

most certainly didn’t want to be bothered by the

ensuring that they meet regulatory compliance.

inconvenience of having to make a personal

This higher need for secure and convenient

visit!

methods of identification and verification can
only be met through biometrics.

“If we also look at cash, this is disappearing
fast. It’s predicted that by 2023, Sweden will be

“Our new platform Precise YOUNiQ enables

one of the first countries that will have digital

easy and secure access to digital services by

money only. While the complete demise of all

just taking a selfie. We manage all the Know

physical currency in the UK is still several years

your Customer (KYC) requirements as the

away, it is also set to become mostly cashless

solution combines extracting data from a

document such as an individual’s passport,

passcodes can be lost, forgotten, stolen or even

national ID or driving licence with machine

borrowed, making it impossible to confirm that

learning technology. Using Optical Character

the person using the access pass or code after it

Recognition (OCR) technology, the information

has been issued is actually the authorised

and document are authenticated using powerful

individual. Our solution means that a person just

algorithms. Then the photo from the document

needs to take a selfie then uses that to onboard

is matched to a selfie that the individual takes

remotely to the organisation’s access system.

with their mobile phone. This confirms that the

Then when they enter the organisation’s

individual who has provided the identity

premises, multiple real time media streams from

document and selfie is in fact the person that

the entrance cameras quickly detect and confirm

they claim to be. And of course, subsequent

the individual’s identity while they walk in

log-ins are just as easy – when the selfie is

enabling automatic access – with no need to

verified to the image used for onboarding, you’re

stand and wait in front of a camera for

good to go! It really is simple and highly secure.

recognition. Just fast and simple!

“But that’s not all. Our pilots are proving so

“I think the future looks bright when we utilise

successful that we have continued evolving the

biometrics in these ways – using your body as

product and are now proud to offer the YOUNiQ

the key, whether it’s for opening doors to your

platform for physical facility access. Traditionally

car, office and home, opening up your computer

access control has been managed by passes or

or mobile phone, and for accessing your bank or

cards – either physically or on a mobile phone –

betting account… even your health care. It will

or passcodes that need to be entered on a pin-

take a little time for adoption of course but the

pad. Issuing individual access passes to

evolution is already underway and we are

onboard a new employee or guest is expensive

set to enjoy the benefits.”

(both financially and environmentally if using
non-recyclable materials) and time consuming.
Plus it’s inconvenient and insecure as cards and

INTERVIEW
As a Fraud and Biometrics Specialist for Nuance, Ian
McGuire has many years of expertise in the biometrics
industry. We spoke to him to find out about the latest
trends and what the future holds for this exciting
technology…

Tell us about how Nuance has grown to date and the changes you expect to see in the future.
The Security Business within Nuance has grown to become one of the main revenue generators
within the business. Over the last few years Nuance security products have become commonplace
within the UK banking sector, with all of the major UK banks using Security Suite. Over the next 12
months we are anticipating growth in cloud-based solutions. While it is likely that large organisations
will continue to want on-premise solutions (although even there we are seeing movement to cloud) the
next tier of organisations are unlikely to want the expense of building and maintaining on-site
solutions.
What challenges are organisations facing today that you feel biometrics can help to solve?
I feel there are two primary challenges; customer convenience and combating fraud. Customers have
never wanted, and expected, convenience more than they do today. Cumbersome security processes
are likely to drive customers away so providing seamless, robust security is becoming the norm. Voice
biometrics fits perfectly in addressing this challenge.
Thinking about voice biometric technology, it is clear that all organisations, banks in particular, suffer
at the hands of professional, industrial-level fraudsters. We have demonstrated that voice biometrics
using watchlists of known fraudsters has a huge impact on reducing fraud losses and disrupting the
fraudsters.
How do you feel biometric technology can enhance customer experience to deliver great
customer service for end-users?
Customers don’t really want to complete security, to them it’s a necessary evil. They just want to
complete their task, whether that’s making a purchase, transferring money, or something else. By
focusing on the human, rather than an indirect token (such as a PIN, or OTP generator) biometrics
provides a more intuitive and seamless authentication process that will not interfere with the customer
achieving their objective.
How can biometrics support the increased usage of digital identity?
The key issue here, I see, is establishing trust! We need to educate, and reassure people about the
robustness of the security, but also, perhaps more importantly, that the creation of a biometric print

doesn’t compromise an individual’s rights. That is,
they understand that a biometric print can’t be
subverted and used for a purpose beyond that
which the person has given permission for. If we
can build that confidence in both the reality and
perception of security then we, as a society, can
start to achieve the full benefits of biometric
security. For example, liveness detection is
important in building that confidence. People
want reassurance that their identity can’t be
copied, and effectively stolen, by using a voice
recording, photograph, etc.
How, in your opinion, can new technologies
and regulations support authentication and
satisfy the greater demand for security and
trust?
There needs to be more communication between
technology providers, the organisations using the
technology (banks, retailers, government, etc.) and the regulators to ensure that there is clear
understanding on the capabilities and limitations of the technology. It is clear from some existing
regulations, that the authors of the regulation did not understand what a biometric print is and how it
can be used.
For those looking to deploy biometric technology in their organisation, or in their products,
what are the key things that you would advise them to consider?
When using biometrics for authentication in particular, an organisation must realise that it is not simply
a technology deployment. Authenticating a customer is core to the trust relationship that exists
between a customer and the organisation. As such, it must be viewed as a business solution that
spans technology, customer experience, business processes, and communication. Simply put,
regardless of how good the technology is, if you wrap it in a poor business process, causing a poor
customer experience, or if you fail to communicate the benefits to customers, or address any concerns
customers have, then your solution will fail.
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Biometrics is all over the global news,

A more balanced debate is needed that

and not always in a good way. The last

distinguishes technologies such as face

few months have seen negative

detection, anti-spoofing, age estimation and

reactions to law enforcement use of
facial recognition technology, leading to
some councils, towns, states and

facial recognition. And that distinguishes
between uses such as security, anti-fraud,
online safety, child protection, required ID and
age checks, and where it is a voluntary option for

regulators banning or suspending its

individuals. Transparency and awareness of the

use [1].

different technologies and uses is one way to
increase understanding and trust. Many uses of

The public perception of this technology is that
it is intrusive and should require their
permission [2], although this is often not the
case. This has led to an increase in articles and
discussions on the technology and its negative
effects on individuals and society. The UK has
always operated on the principle of ‘policing by

biometrics are non-contentious, such as using a
fingerprint to access a smartphone, accessing a
bank account using your face or voice, proving
you are old enough to buy an age-restricted
product, proving you are a real person not
impersonating another, or proving your ID
document belongs to you.

consent' [3]. It is fair to say that this has broken
down with regard to facial recognition in many
use cases and there is little trust in the
technology.
What has been missing from the debates is that
facial recognition has uses other than for
surveillance or law enforcement and that
biometrics is not only facial recognition. All
face-based technology has been put in the

"Technology develops
quickly and we should be
careful not to rush to
regulate specific
technologies as the
solution."

same bucket and there is no balanced,
nuanced debate about both the different
biometric technologies that exist and the uses
to which they are put.

Some are options individuals can choose to use,
others may be mandatory because a higher level
of security is needed, and some may run on the

back-end as an online safety measure. Context and purpose are key. Using biometrics for identification and
authentication to provide greater levels of security, trust and assurance of who you are dealing with has
different risks and benefits compared to covert police surveillance.
One criticism has been a lack of a regulatory framework. It is worth remembering that in many countries privacy
and data protection laws govern the collection and use of personal information, regardless of the technology
used. Technology develops quickly and we should be careful not to rush to regulate specific technologies as
the solution. It would be more effective to focus on acceptable and unacceptable uses, and appropriate
parameters and safeguards. We should also examine carefully whether there are genuine gaps in the
regulatory framework, whether the issue is a lack of enforcement, or whether sector-specific codes of practice
might be needed.
There has also been an increase in discussions about ethics and responsible data use, and different
organisations are taking different steps to consider topics such as biometrics, AI and machine learning in the
context of ethical frameworks. This alone though will not increase trust, as the public tends to be cynical about
the motivations of corporates. Trust will come through the public seeing these frameworks and efforts put into
practice and actual changes in behaviour.
Organisations involved in some way with biometrics need to better explain the different technologies, use
cases, the risks and benefits, and the necessary parameters and safeguards. Organisations, governments, civil
society and technology experts need to work together to make progress and increase trust.
Ultimately, trust in biometrics will come when people are informed rather than fearful, when corporates act
ethically and responsibly and when government and law enforcement are able to show they really are policing
with consent.
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CASE STUDY

Using biometrics to strike the perfect balance
between security and usability – a case study
from Barclays Bank and Hitachi
In 2014 Barclays Bank was facing a challenge with its corporate banking clients using its
digital banking channels. Reliant on only one option where a PIN was needed to login and
make transactions, clients were frequently losing their PIN numbers as well as sharing
them with the result that it was difficult to verify that the right person was authorising
and making payments. Equally importantly at this time was that the banking industry was
seeing a rise in malware based fraud attacks on corporate digital channel users. This
malware was enabling fraudsters to capture PINs and passwords by logging keystrokes or
monitoring the user’s computer screen. A solution was needed that would eliminate these
problems – biometric technology. As Ravi Ahluwalia, General Manager, Security
Business Group EMEA, Hitachi Europe explains, “the objective was clear: it was
absolutely making sure that the person making the transaction was the right
person and was authorised to do so.”
Getting the right partner to deploy a solution

After witnessing the performance and

was critical and Hitachi was selected due to a

reliability of Hitachi’s Finger Vein reader,

number of points. Ray Hockley, Senior

Barclays deployed these devices to several

Pre-Sales Solution Manager, Security

thousand of its clients. The results were

Business Group EMEA, Hitachi Europe takes

outstanding. As well as achieving the

up the story. “We have strong technology and

objective of ensuring that the right people

expertise in this field and we’re very open to

were carrying out transactions, a customer

doing co-creation work with large customers

survey carried out with the group reported a

and partners. We were able to clearly

100 percent customer satisfaction rating. Not

demonstrate this to Barclays through the

only were payments being made securely and

success levels in testing – getting people

correctly but customer convenience had also

enrolled by using our Finger Vein reader. The

been significantly improved by removing the

combination of finger vein technology with PKI

need to remember yet another PIN in a world

and smartcard technology is very powerful and

where everyone has to remember so many

was the first of its kind. This innovation was

passwords and passcodes.

very effective and much better than what the
Barclays team had seen with other biometrics."

“The introduction of this biometric technology
was very important, especially at a time when
fraud attacks and account takeover attempts
were increasing” explains Shameet Shah, Head
of Digital Client Security for Barclays Corporate
Banking. “The finger vein solution provided us
and our clients with the perfect balance between
security and usability. No PINs/passwords to
forget, share or be stolen, coupled with the
ability to approve high value transactions just by
using your finger.”

The Future
With Barclays set to deploy further Finger Vein
readers to its customers, including a new mobile
version for use on the move, Hitachi has recently
launched its latest product using hand gesture
technology, allowing users to authenticate with a

So what do organisations need to consider

simple wave. Find out more from the team

when they are deploying biometric

today or visit www.hitachidigitalsecurity.com

technology? Ray shares his insight: “Reliability
and track record of the supplier is key – the
solution needs to work. We’ve experienced a

Where Hitachi solutions are used
Operating system log in
Banking and Payments
PKI backed transaction and document signing
Access control/time and attendance
ATM transactions
Retail payment solutions

case with a recent customer in Russia where the
original solution deployed simply didn’t work. So
they asked us to deploy our solution which has
also received 100 percent customer
satisfaction. From a security perspective it’s
also essential to check how the biometric
template is captured and stored – this is one of
our strengths, particularly for corporate banking.
I also recommend that you look at the ability of
the supplier to implement its technology in
different ways, for example working as a cocreator.”

INTERVIEW
Daon creates products to help manage identities in six continents,
across the full identity lifecycle including onboarding,
authentication and recovery. We caught up with Clive Bourke,
President EMEA and APAC, Daon to hear his thoughts about how
biometrics are helping to solve many of today’s challenges around meeting
regulations, delivering high levels of security and good user experience.

Tell us about how your business has grown so

with a biometric as the primary strong authentication

far and what you are expecting to see in the

mechanism for account access and payments (in

industry over the coming year.

line with PSD2 and for other organisations who use

At Daon we’ve been working with a variety of

strong authentication). Finally, more use of

organisations globally, to adopt the use of biometrics

biometrics like facial recognition to support further

in omni-channel production scenarios. Most of our

use cases, e.g. resetting credentials, setting up new

customers are Fortune 500 and governments, and

devices and step up authentication.

we are proud to be used by six of the top 10 US
Banks as well as some of the largest payment

What challenges do you feel biometrics can help

processors around the globe such as Visa,

organisations to solve?

Mastercard and Discover. Our global banking

Regulations like PSD2 SCA, 3DS2 and biometric

customer list includes PNC, USAA, SMBC, ANZ

mandates from card schemes, are driving financial

Bank, BNP, Bank of China, Standard Chartered,

institutions towards biometrics in order to meet

Fidelity and Goldman Sachs.

compliance. Plus, as research from the Bank
Administration Institute (BAI) shows, convenience is

The result of our focus on Digital Onboarding and

at the forefront of customers’ minds for opening a

delivering the latest product addition to our platform,

new account. At Daon we help to meet these

means that our clients can now use a mobile app to

requirements as convenience, security and speed

enable their users to remotely and conveniently

are automatic go-to functions within our platform.

convert to becoming a “customer” simply by using a

We find that when the user is given the choice to

mobile onboarding workflow with an ID document

use biometrics freely i.e.choose from fingerprint,

and a choice of several liveness techniques.

selfie or voice recognition, they feel more
empowered to use a service more often, and with

Over the next 12 months we expect to see three

greater confidence. Our customers find that after

important developments. Firstly, further adoption of

adding biometrics to their mobile channel, they see

FIDO2, allowing browser applications to incorporate

an increase in Net Promoter Scores (NPS) which

a biometric authentication option in the same way

means a number of them now exceed the NPS of

that mobile apps have in recent years. Secondly,

some of the most well-renowned global technology

increased pace of adoption of using a mobile device

names in the world.

How do you feel biometrics can support the

with good user experience – then adopt quickly to

increased usage of digital identity and the

gain the advantage over competitors. When these

importance of protecting it?

conditions exist, our experience is that consumers

Biometrics can be useful for allowing digital identity

want to use these technologies and that the

schemes to ramp up, e.g. allowing enrolment for

organisations that adopt them will be considered

digital identity schemes on personal devices and

trustworthy.

using trusted sources with the convenience of doing
this ‘from the couch’ rather than in an office – as

For those looking to deploy biometric technology

Daon has helped recently with the NZ RealID

in their organisation or products, what are the

programme. Protecting biometric data is critical and key things to consider?
with the growing number of data breaches reported,

Our first step is always to consider the core values of

especially with third party organisations, regulated

the client organisation and how we can support

organisations need to be sure that their providers

those values on the digital transformation journey.

have a track record of securing biometric data and

This means that when we begin to talk about

can be trusted to do so. Then, in line with regulation biometrics and modalities on offer, we can jointly
like GDPR and ISO, it’s imperative to have secure

identify the best one for the organisation based on

solutions managing these digital identities for your

their values. And what we have found is that ‘choice’

organisation.

is the best biometric solution. By offering the user a
choice that suits their needs in that moment, so this

How can new technologies and regulations

naturally delivers reliability, trust and security for the

support authentication and satisfy the greater

organisation’s brand.

demand for security and trust?
Improvements in authentication technology are

It’s also important to have flexibility in terms of

coming every day, driven by the growth in the use of planning. Just because you set out with one goal,
AI, innovations in consumer digital devices and the

the road may take several twists and turns. It is

volume of R&D being done. I would say it’s critical

helpful therefore to have a partner with a good team

for organisations not to tie themselves to one

mix of research scientists, engineers and

particular technology. Look for expertise in the

professional services to help you develop a sound

evaluation of these technologies, even where they

scope of work, provide advice on potential pitfalls,

are still new and not being publicly tested. It’s also

and navigate you through to a successful integration

important to identify when new technologies become and production.
practically usable – so widely available, secure and

Over the past five years B-Secur has grown from being a deep R&D focused
company with six employees to having a strong commercial framework and
around 40 full-time employees, working across technology, science, commercial
and operations. This growth has been driven by developing a world leading,
next generation, biometric product called ‘HeartKey’ (HK). Ben Carter, CCO
explains more…

“ECG technology is moving into

solution provides real time and trended information

the mainstream. We believe we

to the uniquely identified user, fundamentally

are on a precipice of seeing ECG

changing and enhancing the end customer

technology coming out of the

experience.”

hospital and into the home, within
everyday devices. We see it in vehicles monitoring

So how can biometrics support the increased

driver and passenger wellbeing and we see it being

usage of digital identity and the importance of

a crucial aspect of the human/machine interface

protecting this?

allowing simple and seamless interpretation of

“Digital identity and wide scale identity fraud is one

people’s needs by devices. Everyday life throws up

of the greatest challenges brought by our

challenges, the fast pace and pressures people put

increasingly digitalised world. On device

themselves under are challenges enough, without

authentication means that the data transfer of

the unexpected happening. Biometrics can help by

sensitive information can be reduced. However just

providing constant, detailed and relevant feedback

this year the UK's National Cyber Security Centre

personalised for the individual. This provides a

revealed more than 23 million people use the

mechanism to help people manage the stresses

password ‘123456’ – a reminder of how vulnerable

and strains of modern life. The benefits don’t stop

our personal data is. The need and time for change

there though as the potential to authenticate users

is now. Biometrics have the potential to offer a

and protect sensitive data opens a wealth of use

convenient and secure method of verifying a user’s

cases.

identity. With ECG (B-Secur’s HeartKey), biometrics

“We see a growing and significant ecosystem where can also provide more than just trusted verification
all devices have IoT connectivity and consumers will (and inherent liveness detection) – there is potential
be able to access ECG health and wellness

for your health and wellness to become part of your

information all day, every day. We believe this will

digital you. The Health and wellness data gathered

be a fundamental development in how individuals

offers many additional use cases; e.g. Insurance,

manage their health.

Healthcare, Wellness trending for Enterprise etc.

“At B-Secur, we take physiological data from

“Liveness detection is essential for true mainstream

humans across multiple diverse devices, secure

adoption. Essentially this is the confirmation of ‘live’

and encrypt that data, taking it all the way through

human presence. Unlike some other biometrics,

to the cloud via our HK analytics platform. This

ECG has the ability to prove such a vital credential.

"In the age of big data,
consumers are rightly
concerned about how their
personal data is protected."
“It is key for detecting spoofing attacks, or synthesised data. For example, researchers from
Michigan State University claim to have created a set of master fingerprints that could fool a scanner
up to 65 percent of the time. ECG can eliminate this risk – not only assisting in the unique
identification of a user but confirming the ‘live source’ of a signal.
“In the age of big data, consumers are rightly concerned about how their personal data is protected.
We have reached a time where traditional methods for securing data, such as usernames and
passwords, are simply not strong enough to be considered secure. The design and widespread
adoption of new multi-factor authentication is required to satisfy the increasing demand for security
and trust e.g. end users want their data to be secure, but there are limits on how much time and
effort people will tolerate to provide credentials to authenticate. Therefore, the factors chosen for
any authentication task must be carefully balanced with the usability of the system, depending on
the level of security required. Regulators also have a part to play to ensure companies that provide
services to require multi-factor authentication where appropriate.
"Looking to the future, standardisation of these systems will play a large role in the overall adoption
of the technology. End users do not want to have to work with multiple authentication systems
across different services, as this only increases the complexity for them. This has been recognised
in the market already, with the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) working on a new WebAuthn
standard which aims to standardise an interface for authenticating users to web-based applications.”

INTERVIEW
Biometric technology continues to innovate rapidly and biometric authentication is
solving the problem of frictionless authentication for a diverse range of scenarios.
We caught up with four leading companies working at the forefront of seamless
biometric authentication – ID R&D, IDEX Biometrics, Phonexia and Riot Micro – to
find out about their innovative products and solutions, and their thoughts about
trends for the future.

Tell us about how your business has grown and how you’re expecting to evolve.
Alexey Khitrov, President and Co-founder, ID R&D
Since ID R&D was founded in 2016 we’ve experienced tremendous growth. In just the past year we
launched a new version of our voice biometric product IDVoice, announced our new product IDLive Face,
scored the best out of 48 in a global voice anti-spoofing challenge, and in the first half of 2019 alone we
grew our customer base by almost 100 percent. Also, SafeChart, our frictionless biometric authentication
solution for chatbots was recognised as a finalist for Best Banking Experience at VOICE Summit and Best
ID Management Solution at Finovate. Looking forward, we expect to see an increase in businesses of all
types starting or accelerating their journey to a password-less future. The market trends clearly point to a
need for security that better protects customer data and helps companies manage risk and compliance. At
the same time, it’s apparent that customers expect effortless user experiences and are willing to switch
providers when their expectations aren’t met. These two seemingly conflicting trends are important for ID
R&D as we’re dedicated to developing biometric authentication that simultaneously improves security and
delivers an excellent “zero effort” customer experience.
Paul Morris, Business Development Manager, Phonexia
It’s been an exciting time at Phonexia as between 2015 to
2018 we tripled our revenue and now have a sales pipeline
that looks even steeper in the coming months, with
increasing demand from new markets in South East Asia
and Latin America – so the future seems even brighter! We
were particularly proud to release Phonexia Deep
Embeddings™ earlier this year in March. It’s the world’s
first commercially available voice biometrics engine based
exclusively on deep neural networks with the technology
achieving the highest accuracy against industry leaders in
tests performed by independent forensic laboratories. For
the future, well the market expects voice biometric
authentication to happen as fast as possible (in just a few
seconds), even with a very low quality of speech.
Therefore, we expect significant effort being invested in
improving these capabilities in the coming year.

David Orme, SVP, Sales & Marketing, IDEX Biometrics
The evolution of the biometric smart card market is
undoubtedly gathering pace and we’ve made great
progress at IDEX Biometrics over the last year. Our
pipeline of commercial opportunities continues to grow,
and we have strong relationships with new partners and
customers in the ecosystem. Our biometric technology is
proven, and ready for mass deployment. This year we’ve
had many highlights to celebrate including a landmark first
high-volume customer order for our dual-interface sensors
with a multi-year, multimillion-dollar commitment – our
largest customer commitment to date. We’ve also
progressed on developing the ecosystem in Asia Pacific
to accelerate biometric payment card adoption. Plus
we’ve achieved a number of important milestones for our
biometric smart cards and had our dual-interface
technology validated by independent labs to meet multiple
global payment schemes’ certification requirements.
The integration of biometric sensors into payment cards is considered one of the next-generation
transformative innovations to move the payment card into the 21st century. Biometric sensor integration will
not only provide the required lasting security authentication mechanism for the foreseeable future, but also
enable the payment card to move from a simple secure authentication media towards one that can help
banks, financial institutions, and issuers differentiate themselves, creating new levels of brand stickiness,
personalised experiences, and enable access to new end markets and opportunities via financial inclusion
initiatives and Internet of Things (IoT) market adjacencies.
Abdallah Turki, Co-founder, Riot Micro
At Riot Micro we design purpose-built silicon for wireless IoT applications and our customers are
manufacturers and suppliers who are at the forefront of IoT. Just as dedicated applications processors
enabled mass smartphone deployment, IoT applications need a purpose-built platform to interface with local
sensors and peripherals, process information, and manage connectivity. IoT solutions must be very low
power, as the vast majority of IoT applications must run for extended periods of time on a primary battery
due to a lack of availability of mains power, inconvenience and/or cost of charging, or mobility requirements.
They also need to be low cost and incorporate energy efficient security measures to protect the
manufacturer's IP as well as the user's data. These are just a few of the features that IoT platforms must
possess to create useful, successful IoT products that end users can trust. IoT will require wide-scale
connectivity, and as experts in this area, we believe this trend will extend to every basic human need with
payments at the core of that need leading to connected credit card payments becoming mainstream.

Where are you seeing the greatest demand for

Biometric authentication solves the problem of

biometrics?

frictionless authentication for a diverse range of

Paul Morris: At Phonexia we specialise in voice

scenarios. What are your thoughts on this and

biometrics, so our use cases are of course different

how do you see biometrics improving our

from other biometric modalities. In the commercial

everyday lives?

sector, we see the highest demand mostly for

David Orme: Certainly the current methods of

speaker authentication and the automatic detection

identification and authentication are insecure,

of fraudsters. In the public safety sector, we see the

inconvenient, time-consuming and impersonal. This

greatest need mostly for speaker identification in

is the case whether it’s validating a payment,

large amounts of audio recordings.

authorising access to information, unlocking devices

David Orme: Our focus is on five key verticals –

or giving admittance to buildings. PINs, passcodes,

Payments, Identification, Access Control,

signatures and keys are just sub-standard. Biometric

Healthcare and IoT & Embedded Systems. From a

fingerprint sensors, and related technologies, allow

demand perspective we’re seeing increased interest

people to use their fingerprints to prove their identity

from the Payments, ID and Access Control verticals

in a way that’s truly simple, secure and personal.

with IoT following close behind.

Abdallah Turki: In my view, biometric authentication

Aballah Turki: For us, the primary demand for

takes payments to the next level of efficiency.

biometrics is secure authentication.

Connected biometric payments extend that efficiency

Alexey Khitrov: Security incidents are costly to all

a few more notches to allow customers to make

types of businesses from both a financial and public

payments in a way that is frictionless, effortless and

perception and trust standpoint. We continue to

very secure. We strongly believe that enabling credit

see great demand in Financial Services, where

cards to be connected to a cellular network for

strong security is imperative but must be

authentication through our technology is a very

implemented with convenience and ease in mind.

exciting evolution in the biometric space, ensuring a

However, demand is broadening as more

great value proposition for consumers.

companies recognise the need to reduce the risk of

Alexey Khitrov: At the most basic level, frictionless

fraud while driving loyalty through a better customer

biometric authentication enables fast access to

experience.

personal information and services – without

introducing frustration caused by passwords, codes,

biometric sensor. Usage of and experiences with

knowledge-based questions etc. Biometrics are

like-for-like technologies, commonly used within the

bringing a natural user experience to communication

smartphone market for secure mobile applications,

between a customer and an enterprise. We never

can now be leveraged to enhance card security, by

show our friends our passport or say special, secret

adding a technology already widely used by

words to them when we meet. So why do we need to

consumers, Original Equipment Manufacturers

do this when we communicate with our banks and

(OEMs) and service providers.

healthcare providers? Biometrics will bring this

Paul Morris: The human voice is so unique that it is

natural simplicity to life.

not only possible to verify the speaker’s identity but

Paul Morris: These days, we already use fingerprints

also their age and gender. However, what we are

to unlock our laptops and phones, as well as face

really excited about is speech-to-face

recognition for automatic tagging and searching in

reconstruction: using a person’s voice to reconstruct

our photo archives. What is yet to come to everyday

their face. As unrealistic as it may sound, it can be

life are speaker recognition systems in cars (e.g. for

achieved and is the next big thing!

automatic seat or steering wheel adjustment) and

For those looking to deploy biometric

smart home devices (e.g. for automatic changes in

technology in their organisation or products,

device settings). Additionally, banks, insurance

what would you advise them to consider?

companies, and other non-banking financial

Abdallah Turki: There are five areas that I

institutions are increasingly turning towards voice

recommend focusing on: security, efficiency, cost,

biometric authentication as it allows them to provide

customer satisfaction and customer acquisition.

their clients with a truly seamless and secure

Get these right and you have success!

authentication while automatically combatting

Alexey Khitrov: The industry is evolving fast. First,

fraudulent activities at the same time.

identify a biometric authentication provider who has

What do you feel the most exciting innovation is

deep subject matter expertise and invests heavily in

for biometric technology at the moment? And

R&D to stay leading edge. Second, find a solution

what do you think the next ‘big thing’ will be?

that offers proven accuracy and performance – but

David Orme: Looking at the powered payment cards

not at the expense of delivering a frictionless user

market, there’s a clear trend in the transfer of mobile

experience. Lastly, don’t deploy voice or facial

technologies towards the card, whether that’s the

recognition without passive liveness. It’s critical to

addition of a display, One-Time Password (OTP),

fighting fraud and managing risk.

lights, Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs), and/or a

INTERVIEW
Over the past few years, Auraya has experienced tremendous growth
culminating recently with strategic relationships with a number of
major service providers including AmazonConnect. We caught up
with Clive Summerfield, Founder and CTO, Auraya to hear about
what’s next for the company and biometrics…

What challenges are organisations facing today

just a small step from password reset to second-

that you feel biometrics can help to solve?

factor authentication and password replacement.

Biometrics – specifically voice biometrics – solve
not just the burgeoning fraud problem, but many of

What do you feel the most exciting innovation is

the compliance issues relating to the delivery of

for biometric technology at the moment?

secure online and telephony customer service.

Biometric in the browser! With the emergence of
HTML5, it is now possible to insert voice biometrics

How do you feel biometric technology can

into website and WebApps in no time at all,

enhance customer experience to deliver great

providing a convenient way to deliver biometric

customer service for end-users?

security across a wide range of markets and

Voice biometrics makes identity authentication

applications.

seamless and invisible to the customer. No
passwords to remember, no PINs to forget.

How can new technologies and regulations
support authentication and satisfy the greater

How are you expecting to see the industry

demand for security and trust?

change or evolve over the next 12 months?

Regulation, such as GDPR and PSD2, is at the

We expect to see voice become the defacto

heart of building trust and confidence in the

second-factor authentication credential for online

technology and ensuring the responsible and ethical

banking, financial services and access to cloud-

application of this powerful technology.

based services.
What would you advise those looking to deploy
Where are you seeing the greatest demand for

biometric technology in their organisation to

biometrics?

consider?

The greatest demand at the moment is in the

Start with the customer experience and work back

traditional password reset. Looking forward, it is

from there.

The nexus between physical and digital identity
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JOIN US AT
IDENTITY SUMMIT
LONDON 2020
Thank you for joining us today. We hope you
enjoyed this unique event and that you’ll also join us at
Identity Summit London 2020 on Thursday 30 January to
explore the question of how we effectively and securely
identify people online and enable them to perform digital
tasks in a safe and secure manner.
Find out more and register at
https://www.goodeintelligence.com/london-2020/

